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Industry Leader, Victor Pynn, Joins Vindow Inc. as Chief Executive Officer 
 

May 4, 2022 – Miami, FL – Vindow Inc. – the cloud-based travel technology platform that brings buyers 
and sellers of contracted accommodations together to facilitate a more effective RFP and contracting 
process – is pleased to announce the appointment of industry veteran, Vic Pynn, as Chief Executive Offer 
(CEO).   
 
Vic comes to Vindow with more than 20 years of experience as a business leader, successful 
entrepreneur, author and long-time travel technology executive. As CEO at Vindow, Vic will be working 
closely with Founder, Ken Shanley, to execute the company’s strategic vision, and overseeing all internal 
operations to ensure strategic goals are met, or exceeded, to enable Vindow’s continued growth.  
 
“I’m excited to expand my involvement with Vindow, transitioning from a member of the Advisory 
Board to this leadership role,” said Vic. “Vindow is well-positioned to revolutionize the way in which 
contracted hotel rooms are sourced. Their innovative approach harnesses the power of AI in a 
transparent online marketplace that has the potential to transform the corporate travel industry.” 
 
In his more than two decades in the travel industry, Vic has been widely recognized for his ability to 
guide global companies in achieving business excellence, maximizing their talent and fostering authentic 
leadership, using his expertise in a variety of business disciplines, including Operations, Finance, Sales, 
Client Management and Human Resources; in fact, Vic was named one of the 25 Most Influential Travel 
Executives in Corporate Travel by Business Travel News.  
 
“Vic has an impeccable reputation in the travel technology industry and we’re very proud to have him 
leading our team,” said Vindow Founders, Ken Shanley and Andrea Coronel-Shanley. “We know that 
Vic’s extensive experience, in-depth industry knowledge and network of connections will be key 
ingredients in our company’s ability to execute our ambitious corporate goals over the coming years.” 
 
In the few years before joining Vindow, Vic has been in high demand to guide new and emerging 
companies in the travel sector. Previously, he held key executive leadership positions at leading travel 
companies, including Amadeus, TRX and American Express GBT.   
 
To find out more about Vic Pynn, his new role at Vindow or to arrange an interview, please contact 
Jennifer Nagy at jenn@jlnpr.com or +1.786.420.1160.  
 

### 
 
About Vindow 
Vindow, headquartered in Miami, FL, offers the group travel industry with the only cloud-based SaaS 
platform that combines a centralized, full lifecycle management of the procurement process, from RFP 
generation through contract management, further empowered with intelligent market analytics. 
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Vindow’s platform harnesses the power of Artificial Intelligence which significantly improves the entire 
sourcing lifecycle by bringing unprecedented levels of transparency, efficiency and insight to all 
transactional parties. Find out more at vindow.com.  
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